
	

	

Clay Hanging Pocket 
   
 
Materials Needed: 
Paper clips  
Clay tools 
Popsicle sticks  
Straws  
Golf pencils  
RED CLAY 
Small containers for water. (1/4 full, Students 
may share). 
Paper Towels 
clay board, roller and guides for each student  
 
 
DEMONSTRATION 
      
ROLL: 
Roll clay using boards and guides so it ends up no thinner than your index finger (have 
them show you their index finger). 
The goal is to cut out an oblong shape which the bottom ⅓ can be flipped up to form the 
pot. As soon as your tile is a thick as your guide sticks and your template fits- cut the 
shape using the paperclip. 
      
What happens if the clay is too thin? (when dry, becomes fragile and breaks) 
      
      
PLAN: 
Lightly draw/incise (make shallow cuts) the shape on the clay with an open paper clip. 
Draw to the edges of the clay and make large shapes.  
Show students how to use your fingertip to erase unwanted lines. If cracks form, you can 
dip your fingertip in water to erase them. 
      
CUT: 
When you have decided on your final plan: 
Cut through the clay with the tip of the paper clip down to the clay board. 
Remove excess clay       
Lift tile off board and place on paper towel.  



	

	

      
CREATING POCKET: 
Score – crosshatch with paper clip on sides where the clay will be folded over  
Moisten along crosshatched section(a little water on your fingertip) to make “slip”  
Press the two pieces together well.       
Place wad of paper inside to hold shape of the pocket 
 
DECORATE: 
Draw/incise on the clay with the paper clip or pencil  
Press into the clay with clay tools 
BOLD design- because as the clay shrinks the design will fade 
Decorating can be done after the pocket is created 
        
          
Roll /Plan/Incise/ Cut/ Create Pocket/ Decorate 
      
WHILE STUDENTS ARE WORKING: 
Remind students:  
Clay shrinks as it dries, so exaggerate the textures!       
Help flatten clay if needed 
Check for proper thickness 
Check for proper cross-hatching procedures for  creating “pocket”    
   
      
Make hanging holes: Show students how to use the straw to make holes for hanging their 
pots. Be sure the holes are about an inch from the outside edges. 
      
WHEN FINISHED: Have students raise their hands when they think they are finished 
so you can check their tiles before drying.  
      
Finished pots:  
leave pots on paper towel. 
Check finished tiles to make sure pieces added on are securely attached.   
Optional- add a drainage hole at the back    
 
      
AMOUNT OF CLAY REQUIRED 
20 slabs per block of clay- cut 5 equal slabs which are quartered. 



	

	

Can be cut ahead of time, but in the period between cutting the clay and distributing it to 
the students, it is best if the pieces are kept covered with a piece of plastic sheet to 
prevent drying. 
      
DRYING 
Wad up paper (not paper towel) to put inside the “pocket” for drying 
Should be okay to dry without plastic over top since the thickness is consistent.  
    
Clay is dry when it no longer feels cool to the touch.  
     
    
   
	
 
 


